
Struggling Writers: 
So many "write" ways to do it!



What is writing?

Transferring thoughts into a 
readable format



The many ways to "write"
handwriting 

draw 

typing - keyboarding 

using thumbs 

voice input - transfer to text 

voice narration 

multi-media



Tech isn’t always the way

https://youtu.be/KbMOLg-2SFw


 Just write...
The best way to be a writer is to just start writing.  Find a reason to write... 

• shopping lists 

• emailing 

• daily journals 

• a motivating activity

Don't be judgemental.  Spelling and grammar isn't the 
first concern.  Get your thoughts down!



The tool doesn't matter
Students think differently - they write differently 

Not all writing tasks are the same.  Note taking is 
very different from essay writing 

Word doesn't mean the same as it used to - now it is 
"google docs, pages, word" - all do the same things 

Students who don't want to write need to be 
empowered- give them choices - explore options 



Terms to know
Voice Input - Speech Recognition - Speech input 

Text to Speech - audio editing 

Word Walls - visual guide 

Visual cues - images or text 

Scaffolding - a framework for writing 

Word Prediction - overcome spelling challenges, increase 
productivity 

Audio Narration - using recordable voice to help "tell the story"



Find what is already in your 
computer

Voice Input - Mac, PC, and iOS operating 
systems - Chromebook extensions 

Keyboard shortcuts - Abbreviation Expansion 

Text to Speech - Mac, iOS - PC download - 
Natural Reader - Chromebook extensions



Know the features of your Device

Keyboard control panel 

Alternative keyboards (apps for iOS, 
Android) 

Text Replacements 

Split keyboard 

Siri/Dictation 

Typing Feedback 

Repeat, Sticky Keys, Slow Keys 

Prediction



Other solutions

Alternative keyboards - computer or iOS based 

Keeble, Keedogo, Math keyboards, Swype, young 
keyboards



Start at the beginning

Beginning to explore 
interaction 

Drawing applications 

Sand - water



Move into letters/numbers
iWrite Words - English/Spanish 

Letter Trace - adaptable 

Learn To Write - Montessori 

Wet Try Dry - Handwriting without 
Tears 

Touch and Write - create your own list  

Bitsboard - create  your own - 
spelling, tracing



Use an AAC system

Students can write with 
very structured formats 
for success 

Use of picture support 

Proloquo2Go - example 

CoughDrop - available 
online and in any format



Listen to your work

Typing Feedback 

Use a fun font keyboard - 
Kids keyboard, my first 
keyboard for example 

Emojis! 

Just experience writing...



Explore voice input
Works really great - quickly! 

Dictate short phrases 

Read passages to compare the text 

Stay away from very specific content at first 

Quickly achieve writing fluency!



Voice Narration
Many limited writers use 

apps that enable them 
to "explain" in further 

detail 

ShowMe Interactive 

Educreations 

Explain Everything



Use a fun writing tool!

Book Creator - iOS and 
Chrome 

Pictello  

Use video - voice narration 
- writing 

Make writing a fun 
experience



More support - Clicker!

Provides visual support and structured, 
customizable  word walls 

Clicker 6 for Mac and PC - Clicker Connect, 
Sentences and Docs for iOS, now Google Apps!



In the clouds...
• Start moving to cloud based 

saving of information 

• Everyone has access:  
teacher, parent, student, RSP 

• Eliminate emailing, flash drives, 
printing - EXTRA STEPS 

• Able to access from 
computers or mobile devices



Google Tools

Share - enable others to dynamically "see" your 
work and collaborate 

Comment - editing information directly in the 
document



Scaffold, scaffold, scaffold
Create a visual cueing strategy 
- two windows 

Use the window for pre-writing 
strategies - your "thinking 
window" - your word wall 

Use the window to generate 
pictures or ideas  

Templates



Use Structured Templates
Questions the student has to answer 

Fill in the blank 

Content words that the student may have a difficult 
time spelling 

Make it Quantifiable (numbers, lists) 

Use the words of the student - get yourself out of the 
dictation rut! 



Organizational Software
Some tools are specialized to teach 
this scaffolding/organizational 
strategy 

Most include other facets of writing 
support as well (text to speech) 

 Google Extensions - Mind Map, 
MindMeister, LucidChart 

Use Google Drawing 

WriteWell



Talk back
Many students need voice 

feedback as they type 

Audio "edit" your work 

Helps identify words that are 
misused - misspelled 

Increase independence 

Free tools to speak back work on 
Google drive  

Voice Dream Writer - iOS



Word Prediction

Overcome spelling - 
productivity 
challenges 

now a part of iOS! 

Co:Writer Universal  

Read and Write 



Independent Editing

Visual Clear feedback - A 
step before "turning in" 

Grammarly 

ProWriting Aid - add-on 

OneLook Thesaurus



Writing with Math

Use your voice to explain 

ShowMe Interactive 
(whiteboard) 

Equatio - TextHelp



Thank you! 
Dan Phillips 

Technology Resource Center of 
Marin 

www.trcmarin.org  

http://www.trcmarin.org

